Packaging
Materials
Test Lab

idea #

HPLC Corner
Workstation

idea #

ED-014

A 36”D x 72”L x 36”H Series 6600 Mobile Lab Unit serves in a
test lab application. Locking sliding doors glide on trackless
roller guides, eliminating dust and debris collection typically
found on track-mounted doors. A 15-amp Powerstrip was
added to provide a convenient source of power; unit is topped
with a rugged 1-3/4” Maple Top.

Fabrication
Table

idea #

ED-015

A Processing Lab designed the above unit for use as a
fabrication table. The spacious 48”D x 72”L Series 4500
custom-size unit features adjustable (manual) workheight
of 30”-37”. Two undertable Shelves are mounted to the
lower crossbar of the Leg Sections, which is a modification
to standard product.

ED-016

A High Performance Liquid Chromatography system fueled the need for the above corner workstation. Cabinets were selected with particular storage
needs in mind. The L-shape configuration fills a corner space neatly, while making the most of valuable floor space. Measuring 15’L x 10L x 2’-6”H, the
workstation is equipped with epoxy resin tops. A Panel Leg was specified for the end of the left-most row to provide a more finished appearance.

Ortho Implants
Workstation

idea #

Repair Station

idea #

ED-017

Forming a “U”, the room layout above was designed with the use of Series 5300 Quad components. Optional Accessories selected to round out the
workstation for specific application needs include Fixed Riser Shelves, storage Drawers, and 15-amp Powerstrips.

ED-018

The needs of a medical equipment repair dept are met with a
36”D x 72”L x 36”H Series 7000 Tech Station. Accessories include
an Undertable Shelf, Keyboard Tray, Articulating Flat Screen Arm,
15-amp Powerstrip, Overtable Shelves and a Light Suspension
System, mounted to vertical Double Standard Uprghts. Series
6100 Shelving provides storage for equipment and supplies.

Fiber Cutting
Table

idea #

ED-019

A 24”D x 72”L Series 4500 Mobile Table fulfills the
requirements of a processing lab’s fiber cutting application.
With the ability to be moved at a moment’s notice, the
mobile unit provides a flexible, versatile alternative to
traditional stationary tables.

